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Almost Everyone S To Science
China successfully landed and deployed the Zhurong rover on Mars, becoming the second country ever to set wheels on the surface of the
red planet.

Why is everyone so obsessed with going to Mars? Here are some other worlds ripe for exploration
When I sit down to write this column every week (almost), it’s always tempting to write about Unidentified Aerial Phenomena.

SPACING OUT: Sticking to science
We don't know where COVID-19 came from; not definitively. What we do know, finally, is that our scientific figures of authority didn't either.

When Science Succumbs to Politics, How Do You Convince Someone to Trust Science?
Astronomy is a science, therefore astronomers are scientists ... But, as intriguing as UAPs — or UFOs — are, my work is almost strictly devoted
to what we already know, and sharing that with everyone ...

COLUMN: Sticking to science
Coastal scientist Matt Kirwan has a sense of what it’s like to flee from rising seas. More than 100 years ago, Kirwan’s great-greatgrandfather owned a farm close to this sprawling wetland refuge near ...
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This ecologist thinks coastal wetlands can outrun rising seas. Not everyone’s convinced
As advances in medicine, hygiene, and safety extend average lives on Earth, it's natural to wonder if some of us belong to the “last mortal
generation”, wi ...

Despite All Our Medical Miracles, We Are No Closer To Beating Death
Yet when it comes to figuring out how to lose weight, or which sort of diet is best, it’s often the case that different trials yield much different
results, even when participants follow similar ...

Here's What Science Can (and Can't) Tell You About the Best Way to Lose Weight
The issue of standards is not just a matter of values or fairness; they are of national competitiveness and security.

Almost Overnight, Standards of Colorblind Merit Tumble Across American Society
From the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, the practice of public health has also required the practice of law. As widespread
vaccination and other factors have brought case rates down across the ...

What Changes When Almost Everyone Can Get Vaccinated
The pair discuss vaccination rates, early-pandemic mask messaging, and how Fauci thinks this will end. Following is a rough transcript (Note
that errors are possible): Anthony Fauci, MD: If anyone who ...

Face-to-Face With Fauci
Earlier this month, the White House announced a “month of action” to help ensure 70% of U.S. adults are at least partially vaccinated by July
4. Officials have since outlined a flurry of faith-based ...

NIH director: We asked God for help with COVID-19, and vaccines are the ‘answer to that prayer’
Save 84% off the newsstand price! Listen to one end of a phone conversation, and you’ll probably hear a rattle of ah’s, um’s and mm-hm’s.
Our speech is brimming with these fillers, yet ...
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Everybody in Almost Every Language Says “Huh”? HUH?!
Karaoke Kid, Ohio Tavern, other venues look to restore opportunities to belt out a favorite tune in front of a supportive audience.

Watch now: Karaoke comeback at local bars give singers a chance to be 'their own rock star'
Adam Levy is a science journalist based in London ... Creating a vision and making sure that everybody really understands what you're trying
to achieve, and kind of agrees with it, and really ...

Business of science: How to grow your start-up
If your funny bone still needs some exercise, here are 20 hilarious science jokes ... Funny turkey jokes are the perfect way to make everyone
at the table laugh.

20 Food Jokes Almost Everyone Will Find Funny
Kevin Streelman is playing some of the best golf of his life at the 2021 U.S. Open, and at 42 years old, he's got some advice for us.

U.S. Open contender shares 3 tips to playing great golf in your 40s
Thousands of emails sent to and from Dr. Anthony Fauci were recently published by Buzzfeed News and The Washington Post, shedding
light on the ...

Michigan Republican Rep. privately called Dr. Fauci 'a science truth teller,' according to released emails
Conservationists have long warned of the dangers associated with bears becoming habituated to life in urban areas. Yet, it appears the
message hasn't gotten through to everyone. News reports continue ...

Best strategy to reduce human-bear conflict
For the exhibition, Science Gallery Bengaluru has collaborated ... It takes place in an ordinary hotel, which would be familiar to almost
everyone. Hotel corridors are a strange mix of private ...
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